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FADE IN:

INT. OFFICE - DAY

PETER 25, speaks to ROB 24, who sits opposite.

PETER

Hey Rob, did you hear about

Chelsea?

ROB

What?

PETER

Three of their defenders are out.

ROB

The day of the final. That’s a

great tip. I’ll be putting a bet

on come lunch.

INT. CAR

Rob’s car’s stationary whilst the lights remain at red.

His phone rings.

ROB

Hello Angie, what is it?

ANGIE (O.S.)

You got to come to the hospital,

Rebecca’s gone into labour.

ROB

What?!

Rob checks his watch, shakes his head, and grabs the

half-eaten sandwich from the passenger seat and leaves it in

the glove box.

He brushes the crumbs from the seat.

ANGIE (O.S.)

You coming?

ROB

In the car, will be there in five.

Rob hangs up.
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He looks at the traffic light to change, then the sparse

traffic driving past him, before glancing at his watch.

He sees no cars pass him. He looks left, then right, before

looking into his mirrors.

He takes a chance and drives off.

BANG

A car smashes into the side of Rob’s car.

Red crimson blood slowly drips off the smashed

windscreen. Rob’s lifeless body rests against the steering

wheel.

EXT. HEAVENS ABOVE - DAY

Rob slowly appears in a vast open space.

Bodies gradually appear in front of him.

RICK BROOKSBANK, dressed in a business suit, pulls out his

card and gives it to Rob.

RICK

Let me introduce myself. I’m Rick

Brooksbank and I’m here to

represent a collective of heavens

with many different themes for your

pleasure.

Rob takes the card and reads it.

ROB

Let me think about it and I’ll get

back to you. Where will you be?

RICK

Just call out my name and I’ll be

here in an instant.

ROB

Okay.

Rob walks away just as Rick fades from sight.

A HIPPIE who wears a gypsy style dress puts a hand on his

shoulder, side-on with Rob.
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HIPPIE

Hello.

Rob turns sharply and steps back.

ROB

Oh, hello. Who are you?

HIPPIE

I’m a hippie representing a much

more spiritual heaven than that

traveling salesman you were just

speaking to.

ROB

No thanks. Not for me.

HIPPIE

Well if you do change your mind,

decide quickly. We might not be

around for long.

ROB

Okay.

The Hippie turns around and walks away from view.

A MIDDLE-EASTERN MAN wearing a tradition robe slowly walks

up to Rob with both hands together and head slightly bowed.

MIDDLE-EASTERN MAN

My son, we welcome you into the

kingdom of our lo-

Rob shakes his head.

ROB

Not another hippie. I’ll think

about it buddy.

Rob abruptly turns around and walks away.

A TEENAGER who wears headphones and Nirvana top, approaches

Rob.

TEENAGER

Dude, if you want nirvana, just

come as you are.

ROB

Isn’t that a song?
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TEENAGER

Sure is.

ROB

Well, don’t contact me, I’ll

contact you.

Rob leaves the Teenager who continues to listen to his

music.

BRUCE, a flamboyant man with extra large looping sleeves,

large collar and tie-less. Approaches Rob with his

microphone.

BRUCE

Hello sir.

Bruce holds out a hand.

BRUCE

Let me shake your hand.

Rob shakes Bruce’s hand.

ROB

Hello, who are you?

BRUCE

Well sir, my name’s Bruce and I’m

yourrr-

INT. STAGE

A large stage appears from nowhere. There’s a large screen

above their heads and a single podium behind Bruce and three

podiums with buzzers behind Rob.

Rick and the Middle-Eastern Man occupy the other podiums.

BRUCE

Host tonight.

Bruce waves his arm as if forming a rainbow, and then steps

back for the screen to flash.

TEXT

GET YOUR LIFE BACK

The whole crowd yell as each word flashes up on the screen.
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CROWD

Get-your-life-back.

Bruce ushers Rob to walk over to his podium before he

approaches his.

BRUCE

Yes, it’s get your life back. Now

these are the rules.

Bruce laughs.

BRUCE

You each have three lives.

He laughs again.

BRUCE

Lose a life, you end up here.

And laughs again.

BRUCE

No no, just joking. You lose your

lives, you go to hell.

He laughs some more whilst looking to the hushed audience.

BRUCE

Too much? I’ll continue.

He clears his throat.

BRUCE

If you win, then you have a choice

of heavens to go too, or get your

life back!

He looks at the contestants.

BRUCE

Any questions?

Rob raises a hand.

BRUCE

Of course not because I ask the

questions.

Bruce picks up a question card.
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BRUCE

Get ready, hands ready on the

buzzers.

All three contestants react.

BRUCE

How long did the hundred years’ war

last?

BUZZ

Rob reacts the quickest.

ROB

One Hundred years.

The crowd laugh.

Bruce prevents himself from laughing.

BRUCE

That’s incorrect.

The Middle-Eastern Man presses the button.

MIDDLE-EASTERN MAN

Ninety years?

BRUCE

Rick, need I bother?

RICK

You know me.

BRUCE

That’s correct Rick, one hundred

and sixteen years.

The Middle-Eastern Man shrugs his shoulders.

Rob hits the podium.

ROB

This is bullshit!

BRUCE

The other two lose a life.

Bruce changes cards.
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BRUCE

Ahhh, the next question isn’t a

question. It’s a rock, paper

scissors round.

He sets the card down.

Rob shakes his head in disbelief.

ROB

What is this? This isn’t a game

show!

Bruce puts a hand behind his back and forms a fist with the

other.

BRUCE

Get ready. One hand behind your

back whilst keeping the other in

front.

He moves his fist up and down.

Rob reluctantly takes part.

BRUCE

One, twooo...three.

Bruce’s rock smashes Rob’s scissors who smacks his forehead

in disbelief.

Bruce ties with the Middle-Eastern Man whilst Rick’s paper

beats him.

BRUCE

Great choice Rick. Rob you lose a

life.

He picks up a card.

BRUCE

Onto the next question. Get ready.

The contestants put their hands on the buzzers.

BRUCE

Complete this well know

phrase. It’s worth two points.

BUZZ

The Middle-Eastern Man has lent onto his buzzer

accidentally.
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BRUCE

(Surprised)

Wow, before I’ve even

started. What’s the answer?

MIDDLE-EASTERN MAN

Er...Mmmm...Don’t count your

chickens before they’ve hatched.

BRUCE

I’m afraid that’s the end of the

road for you.

The Middle-Eastern Man, leaves the stage bamboozled.

BRUCE

I’ll continue. Complete this well

know phrase. You can lead a horse

to water but you can’t make

it...what?

BUZZ

Rob reacts the fastest.

ROB

Drink.

BRUCE

That’s correct. You’ve gained your

lives back and Bruce, you’ve lost

two.

Bruce picks up another card.

BRUCE

What can you see, feel but can’t

touch?

The contestants reach for the buzzers before pulling back.

A moment of hesitation.

BUZZ

BRUCE

Rick, your answer.

RICK

Lava?
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BRUCE

That’s incorrect Rick. Rob?

ROB

The sun?

BRUCE

That’s correct.

Rob raises his hands above his head, before forming fists,

and shakes them in front.

BRUCE

You’re the winner. Where do you

want to go?

Rob anxiously checks his watch.

ROB

I want my life back quick.

BRUCE

Why so quick?

Bruce smiles.

BRUCE

You’re about to become a father of

course.

ROB

That too. But I need to put a bet

on, like now.

Rob turns away slightly and looks down.

ROB

(Softer, to himself)

United’s going to win it.

He checks his watch. He then moves his hand in a circular

motion to signal to Bruce to speed up.

ROB

So can we hurry this up...please?

BRUCE

It’s been a great show for me.

Bruce points to the crowd.
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BRUCE

Say goodbye to Rob.

CROWD

Goodbye Rob.

Rob waves goodbye.

FADE OUT.


